
NASA satellite data indicates that El Niño and other natural warming
phenomena persist, though slightly less than in April:

The real-time surface measurement record continues to show cooling since 2015:
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https://www.drroyspencer.com/2024/06/uah-global-temperature-update-for-may-2024-0-90-deg-c/
https://temperature.global/


Fact Check. A new study published in a Nature 
journal reported this month that 80% of the 
warming since 2020, which would include the 
warming reported in 2023 and 2024, was actually 
caused by a regulation that reduced sulfur content 
in marine diesel fuel. Fewer sulfur emissions led to 
fewer sulfate aerosols in the atmosphere which, in 
turn, reflected less sunlight back to space. More 
sunlight hit the ocean surface, which increased 
ocean and atmospheric temperatures.

Fact Check. There is no basis for the claim that 
“climate change” can possibly have a “long-term” 
negative economic impact. Past the threshold 
question of what “climate change” means: (1) The 
Earth’s economy has boomed since recent warming 
began in the late 1600s; (2) Actual “climate change” 
is likely to be so gradual as to be imperceptible; (3) 
If warming since 1650 is “climate change,” climate 
change has been beneficial as we have recovered 
from the dangerous climatic conditions of the 
Little Ice Age; (4) Some of the actual threats to our 
well-being and economy are bad and incompetent 
government, not the weather and (5) the New York 
Federal Reserve came to the opposite conclusion of 
the San Francisco Federal Reserve in 2022.

EMISSIONS CAUSED 
THE ‘HOTTEST YEAR 
EVER’?    
Reuters reported earlier this year in 
“2023 was world’s hottest year on record, 
EU scientists confirm”: “Professor of Climate 
Change at Newcastle University Hayley 
Fowler said the record-breaking year 
underlined the need to act ‘extremely 
urgently’ to reduce emissions.”

CLIMATE CHANGE TO 
HAVE LONG-TERM 
ECONOMIC IMPACT?   
Reuters reported in “Climate change to have 
long-term economic impact: SF Fed paper”: 
“An increase in the number of hot days as 
climate change warms the globe would likely 
damage the U.S. economy over the long-term, 
according to research published on Tuesday.”

As usual, we caution that there is no such physical thing as “average global temperature.” It is a non-physical 
and statistical construct invented by and for global warming alarmism. Now, on to this month’s fact checks.

https://www.newyorkfed.org/research/staff_reports/sr990
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/2023-was-worlds-hottest-year-record-eu-scientists-confirm-2024-01-09/
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/2023-was-worlds-hottest-year-record-eu-scientists-confirm-2024-01-09/
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/climate-change-have-long-term-economic-impact-sf-fed-paper-2024-05-28/
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/climate-change-have-long-term-economic-impact-sf-fed-paper-2024-05-28/


PAKISTAN HEAT WAVE 
CAUSED BY CLIMATE 
CHANGE?  
Reuters reported in “Pakistan temperatures 
cross 52°C in heatwave”: “Pakistan is the 
fifth most vulnerable country to the impact 
of climate change. We have witnessed above 
normal rains, floods,” Rubina Khursheed Alam, 
the prime minister’s coordinator on climate, 
said at a news conference on Friday adding 
that the government is running awareness 
campaigns due to the heatwaves.”

Fact Check. Previous Climate Fact Checks have 
debunked the general notion that emissions cause 
heatwaves, so we will leave you with this climate 
conundrum: 



‘CLIMATE CHANGE 
REFUGEES’ IN 
BRAZIL? 
The Washington Post reported in “The climate 
refugee crisis is here”:  “For years, scientists 
have warned that climate change would 
displace millions of people, reordering the 
world’s human presence as people searched 
for safety.”

Fact Check. The World Meteorological 
Organization beat us to the punch, attributing the 
Brazilian rains and subsequent flooding to the 
ongoing and natural El Niño.

Fact Check. This claim was so outrageous that 
even X’s “Community Notes” jumped on Buttigieg. 
Here is the National Transportation Safety Board 
report mentioned by Community Notes.

AIR TURBULENCE 
CAUSED BY CLIMATE 
CHANGE? 
The CBS television news program Face 
the Nation featured Secretary of 
Transportation Pete Buttigieg who blamed
air turbulence on climate change.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2024/05/28/brazil-floods-climate-refugees/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2024/05/28/brazil-floods-climate-refugees/
https://x.com/FaceTheNation/status/1794748977000153310


DEADLY TORNADOES 
CAUSED BY CLIMATE?  
The Associated Press reported in “At least 
15 dead after severe weather carves path 
of ruin across multiple states in the South”: 
“The deadly twisters have spawned during 
a historically bad season for tornadoes, at a 
time when climate change contributes to 
the severity of storms around the world. 
April had the second-highest number of 
tornadoes on record in the country.”

Fact Check. While there have been a lot of 
tornadoes this year, that does happen from time to 
time. Tornado season is unpredictable and a spiky 
phenomenon. In 2011 -- during the global warming 
pause and 13 years of emissions ago -- twice as 
many tornadoes happened as this year. We have 
better tornado detection technology now and 
so detect more storms. Generally, there is no 
characteristic of tornadoes -- frequency, strength 
or anything else -- that even correlates with 
emissions. There is absolutely no evidence that 
“climate change” has contributed to “the severity 
of storms around the world.”

https://apnews.com/article/tornadoes-weather-texas-oklahoma-93001e1d81f120d0d55c8dfa24938250
https://apnews.com/article/tornadoes-weather-texas-oklahoma-93001e1d81f120d0d55c8dfa24938250
https://apnews.com/article/tornadoes-weather-texas-oklahoma-93001e1d81f120d0d55c8dfa24938250
https://climateataglance.com/climate-at-a-glance-tornadoes/
https://climateataglance.com/climate-at-a-glance-tornadoes/
https://climateataglance.com/climate-at-a-glance-tornadoes/


EMISSIONS HARMING 
THE OCEANS?    
The New York Times reported in “Top 
Oceans Court Says Nations Must Reduce 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions”: “The world’s 
highest court dealing with the oceans 
issued a groundbreaking opinion on Tuesday 
that said excessive greenhouse gases were 
pollutants that could cause irreversible harm 
[warming and acidification] to the marine 
environment and must be cut back.” 

CARBON DIOXIDE 
CAUSES WILDFIRES?
UC Riverside News reported in “CO2 worsens 
wildfires by helping plants grow”: “By fueling 
the growth of plants that become kindling, 
carbon dioxide is driving an increase in the 
severity and frequency of wildfires, according 
to a UC Riverside study.”

Fact Check. First, the atmosphere does not 
significantly warm oceans. Atmospheric infrared 
radiation penetrates less than a millimeter of the 
ocean surface. Next, there is no such thing as 
“ocean acidification.” While the ocean may or may 
not be slightly less basic from higher atmospheric 
CO2, slightly less basic is not the same as 
becoming acidic -- just like two is not more 
negative than three. Emails obtained from NOAA 
through the Freedom of Information Act reveal that 
NOAA scientists know “ocean acidification” has 
caused no observed harm.

Fact Check. If mere plant growth causes wildfires, 
then carbon dioxide (CO2) is guilty as charged. 
But the reality is not so simple. First, absent 
arson or negligence, wildfires are entirely 
natural phenomena. They have always happened 
and always will. Next, while humans successfully 
and dramatically curbed wildfires during the 20th 
century, late 20th century anti-logging policies have 
acted to turn forests into dried out thickets just 
waiting for any kind of spark to ignite into wildfire 

https://www.nytimes.com/2024/05/21/world/europe/climate-islands-itlos-court-opinion.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2024/05/21/world/europe/climate-islands-itlos-court-opinion.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2024/05/21/world/europe/climate-islands-itlos-court-opinion.html
https://news.ucr.edu/articles/2024/04/17/co2-worsens-wildfires-helping-plants-grow
https://news.ucr.edu/articles/2024/04/17/co2-worsens-wildfires-helping-plants-grow
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/2017JC013351
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/2017JC013351
https://junkscience.com/2015/12/exclusive-ocean-acidification-not-a-current-problem-top-noaa-scientist-insists-in-foia-ed-e-mails/


VENEZUELAN
GLACIERS
DISAPPEARED BY 
GLOBAL WARMING?   
The Washington Post reported in “A  
mountainous country loses its last glacier” 
that: “The last of Venezuela’s glaciers has 
disappeared… Scientists say warming 
temperatures will render the entire Northern 
Andes, which snakes through Venezuela, 
Colombia and Ecuador, glacier-free by 2050.”

Fact Check. Research indicates that 99% of the 
glacier area in Venezuela had disappeared before 
global warming even became a twinkle in James 
Hansen’s eye, circa 1981.

conflagration. And even with anti-logging policies, 
wildfire destruction is still substantially below early 
20th century levels. Finally, CO2 is plant food that 
helps forests grow and stay healthy. CO2 is actually 
a fire suppressant.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2024/05/15/venezuela-corona-glacier-humboldt/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2024/05/15/venezuela-corona-glacier-humboldt/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/265202332_The_History_and_Disappearance_of_Glaciers_in_Venezuela
https://web.archive.org/web/20140913135647/http:/www.fs.fed.us/research/sustain/criteria-indicators/indicators/indicator-316.php
https://web.archive.org/web/20140913135647/http:/www.fs.fed.us/research/sustain/criteria-indicators/indicators/indicator-316.php
https://co2coalition.org/media/wildfires-co2-coalition-climate-chronicles/
https://co2coalition.org/media/wildfires-co2-coalition-climate-chronicles/


30% MORE
HEAT-RELATED 
DEATHS IN EUROPE 
BECAUSE OF CLIMATE 
CHANGE? 
The Telegraph (UK) reported in “‘Climate 
change is here and it kills’: Heat-related 
deaths rise by 30% in Europe, says Lancet”: 
“As scorching summers hit the continent, 
heat-related deaths per 100,000 people have 
increased by 30.8% from the period 2003-12 
and 2013-22, according to the report.”

Fact Check. The researchers didn’t actually 
count any heat-related deaths. Not a single death 
certificate was reviewed for cause of death. All 
deaths from all causes were included in the 
analysis. Deaths from car accidents. Deaths from 
cancer. Deaths from drug overdoses. Everything. 
The researchers actually have no idea how many 
heat-related deaths actually occurred. The study 
was based on annual death rates. But the 
researchers didn’t even bother to make sure 
that deaths occurred on hot days. In fact, even 
cold weather deaths were counted as heat-related 
deaths.

We’ll close out this month by
noting that the new study about 
the cleaner air causing more 
warming (mentioned earlier) is 
so damaging to the “hottest year 
ever” climate narrative that the 
alarmist media basically ignored it. 
The only major new organizations 
to report it were Reuters 
and The Telegraph (UK).



Presented by the Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI), The Heartland Institute, Energy & Environment Legal Institute, Committee for a Constructive Tomorrow (CFACT), the 
International Climate Science Coalition (ICSC), and Truth in Energy and Climate.

To paraphrase the Washington Post masthead, “Democracy dies in darkness”: Climate alarm dies in sunshine. 
Until next month, check these great web sites and fact checks: 

Until next month, check out these additional great fact checks.

ClimateRealism.com

• CNN’s Attempt to Link the Singapore Airlines’ Turbulence to Climate Change Is Disgusting

• Wrong, Al Jazeera, Climate Change Not Causing Tribal Woes in Peru

• The Guardian is Confused, 1.5°C of Warming is Not Catastrophic

• Wrong, Mainstream Media, Tree Rings Aren’t Reliable Indicators of Past Temperatures

• Sorry, Climate Activists, Montana Climate Harms Are Not Occurring

WattsUpWithThat.com

• Media Hypes NOAA’s Above-Normal 2024 Atlantic Hurricane Season Forecast

• No, Washington Post, Houston’s Mosquito Problem Isn’t New or Driven by Climate Change

• Wash Post’s ‘climate solutions’ reporter touts taking ‘cold showers’: ‘You should embrace using cold water’ 
because ‘heating water’ leads to ‘more planet-warming emissions’

• Many of the ‘Climate Experts’ Surveyed by the Guardian in Recent Propaganda Blitz Turn Out to be 
Emotionally-Unstable Hysterics

• What The Media Won’t Tell You About The Energy Transition
 

See you in July for the May Climate Fact Check!

https://climaterealism.com/
https://climaterealism.com/2024/05/cnns-attempt-to-link-the-singapore-airlines-turbulence-to-climate-change-is-disgusting/
https://climaterealism.com/2024/05/wrong-al-jazeera-climate-change-not-causing-tribal-woes-in-peru/
https://climaterealism.com/2024/05/the-guardian-is-confused-1-5c-of-warming-is-not-catastrophic/
https://climaterealism.com/2024/05/wrong-mainstream-media-tree-rings-arent-reliable-indicators-of-past-temperatures/
https://climaterealism.com/2024/05/sorry-climate-activists-montana-climate-harms-are-not-occurring/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2024/05/30/media-hypes-noaas-above-normal-2024-atlantic-hurricane-season-forecast/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2024/05/24/no-washington-post-houstons-mosquito-problem-isnt-new-or-driven-by-climate-change/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2024/05/22/wash-posts-climate-solutions-reporter-touts-taking-cold-showers-you-should-embrace-using-cold-water-because-heating-water/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2024/05/22/wash-posts-climate-solutions-reporter-touts-taking-cold-showers-you-should-embrace-using-cold-water-because-heating-water/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2024/05/16/many-of-the-climate-experts-surveyed-by-the-guardian-in-recent-propaganda-blitz-turn-out-to-be-emotionally-unstable-hysterics/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2024/05/16/many-of-the-climate-experts-surveyed-by-the-guardian-in-recent-propaganda-blitz-turn-out-to-be-emotionally-unstable-hysterics/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2024/05/08/what-the-media-wont-tell-you-about-the-energy-transition/

